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Overall, I love this product! I love the ability to boot from this disc in
Windows and then run Acronis True Image to back up my system. I also
like that the backup size can be increased incrementally, and also that it

can be expanded incrementally. with windows 10 1909 update they broke
the world of win32 disk images. the only option left for many is ghost or
Clonezilla that I dont want to use. I created a no boot disk for Clonezilla

and a no boot disk for Ghost just to test the disk image save feature but it
will not boot any of them. i tried several like new drive ssd's and none of
them will boot. this was due to that and another update that was put in

the registry to make disks that are not bootable fail now. Dell doesn t test
these drives before releasing them and its lucky that is not more

common. I had to filter out all the crashes and the kill switch of control
panel. Its a biggie because i have lots of drives. I prefer Windows DD and

Paragon2011. I use all these for imaging backups of Windows 7 along with
old machines. It is the only tools that support volume compression or

alternatively I can start with a clean install and restore the OS as is the
cost. I like how it can backup as a partition or disk image with a clean

install. I also like the CloneDisk Windows version but it has a lot of issues
that I would not recommend using it. If your looking for Windows backup
software that is simple to use then this is it. I had image a 1 tb drive in

2hrs and it worked well. i have tried different versions and are really good
tools for imaging and cloning. the only thing that kind of pisses me off is
that all the newer drives that come out,when you boot the CD its not as

fast as dd which will allow me to image and clone any drive that is within
specs with out waiting for an hour of burning. I just recently started using

Clonezilla and it sucks. Its not as good as Ghost. This is because I can't
write to a WinPE live boot disk. The boot option file can't be rewritten like
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XCopy did a good job copying files and folders. It did not however copy
some files that were in the image that I wanted to be copied. And it did
not copy files without error messages. It had to be told to copy the files,
otherwise I would just get a deadlock or something like that. In one place
it had to be copied 3 times before it worked. The only good thing I can say

about it is that it can create very fast boot disks. I have recently
discovered that AOMEI Backupper 2 can clone from a bootable thumb
drive and I am very please with the feature. My restore from system

image backed up with AOMEI Backupper was just over half the restore
time of the full version. Its not as easy to use as XCopy, but I find it faster
and more stable. I am sure that if it could do that with my bootable drives,

it would be my goto program for more than just disk image backups.
There are 2 types of cloning software on the market 1) full version (which

requires an internet connection to do backups) and 2) that offer only
image backups. The author has provided a report of how long the

different applications took to perform a full backup on his test system.
The results for the free version of AOMEI Backupper were no surprise to

me at all. And the only difference between the freeware and the full
version was support for backup of bootable drives (otherwise it was free).

It has to be said that for the copy my job, and the fact that I am a
recovering disk if lost I will try out the free version since I did not have the

time to investigate why the trial version didn't work at all. I am running
the trial version now and some backup operation are really fast. Some of

the operations are not working at all. I tried again the xcopy and could not
restore from full/bootable backup (the trial version is not restoring the

bootable backups). 5ec8ef588b
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